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1.0 General Nature of the Work
 
1.01 Our broad objective is the extension of knowledge of
 
the energetic particles and the electric, magnetic, and electro­
magnetic fields associated with the earth, the sun, the moon, the
 
planets, and the interplanetary medium. 
1.02 Primary emphasis is (a) on observational work using a 
wide diversity of instruments of our own design and construction on 
satellites of the earth and the moon and on planetary and inter­
planetary spacecraft and (b) on phenomenological analysis and inter­
pretation.
 
1.03 Secondary emphasis is (a) on closely related observa­
tional work by ground based radio-astronomical and optical tech­
niques and (b) on theoretical problems in plasma physics as relevant 
to solar, planetary, and interplanetary phenomena. 
1.04 Specific fields of current investigation are the
 
following: 
(a) All aspects of the energetic particles that are trapped in
 
the earth's magnetic field and are transiently present in the outer 
magnetosphere including the magnetospheric tail of the earth; and 
of the solar, interplanetary, and terrestrial phenomena that are
 
associated with these radiations --solar flares, interplanetary
 
magnetic fields and plasmas, aurorae, geomagnetic storms, cor­
puscular heating of the atmosphere, electromagnetic waves and 
magnetostatic and electrostatic fields (both constant and variable) 
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in the magnetosphere, plasma flows in the magnetosphere, and the
 
ionospheric effects of particle precipitation. This field of research
 
was originated to a major extent by this laboratory.
 
(b) Corresponding studies of the magnetospheres of Jupiter,
 
Saturn, and possibly Uranus.
 
(c) Origin and propagation of very low frequency rahio waves in
 
the earth's magnetosphere and ionosphere.
 
(d) Energetic electrons, protons, alpha particles, and heavier
 
nuclei emitted by the sun; the interplanetary propagation and
 
acceleration of these particles, including the effects of shock waves
 
and the generation of electrostatic and electromagnetic waves in the
 
interplanetary medium and the access of such particles to the earth's
 
magnetosphere.
 
(e) Solar modulation and the heliocentric radial dependence of
 
the intensity of galactic cosmic rays. 
(f) Radio-frequency emissions from both the quiescent and flaring 
sun and the implications thereof on the nature of the chromosphere 
and corona and on the acceleration and emission of energetic particles 
in solar flares. 
(g) Shock waves in the interplanetary medium.
 
(h) The theory of wave phenomena in turbulent plasmas including 
the interplanetary medium and of the origin of super-thermal particles. 
(i) Dekametric and decietric radio emissions from Jupiter and the 
relationships of same to its magnetosphere. 
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(j) Radio astronomical study of pulsars, flare stars, and other
 
stellar sources as an extension of our work on planetary magneto­
spheres and the sun. 
The attached bibliography lists specific investigations
 
completed and published in 1977.
 
2.0 Currently Active Projects
 
2.01 Hawkeye 1 (Explorer 52, 1974-040A) 
This satellite and its principal scientific instruments were 
designed and built at the University of Iowa and launched into a 
highly eccentric, nearly polar orbit from the Western Test Range 
on 3 June 1974. During 1977 it continued to operate properly and 
to yield excellent magnetospheric data despite a considerable reduc­
tion in support for data acquisition. A special compilation 
"Hawkeye 1. Bibliography" of 2 May 1978 is attached to this 
report. [Hawkeye 1 re-entered the earth's atmosphere, as predicted,
 
on 28 April 1978 after 667 orbits and nearly forty-seven months of 
successful in-flight operation.] Active analysis on the large body 
of data continues as a major activity of the laboratory.
 
[Van Allen, Frank, Gurnett, Chen, Craven, Kurth,
 
Baumback, Green, Randall et al.] 
(Support by Langley Research Center/NASA, Goddard 
Space Flight Center/NASA, and Office of Naval 
Research) 
2.02 Pioneers 10 and 11
 
The two spacecraft, both carrying University of Iowa energetic
 
particle detectors, were the first and so far only ones to make
 
encounters with Jupiter. The large body of data that they yielded
 
has produced dramatic advances in knowledge of Jupiter and has 
also stimulated a fresh wave of theoretical as well as ground-based
 
astronomical work on this planet and its satellites. They have also 
yielded a unique body of data on the cosmic radiation and the 
physical properties of the interplanetary medium to unprecedented 
distances from the sun. Both spacecraft and most of the scientific
 
instruments (including ours) continue to operate properly. Data are
 
received on a daily basis (- 8 hours of data per day). Pioneer 10 
is on a hyperbolic escape orbit from the solar system with helio­
centric distances as follows: 23 January 1977, 12 AU; 30 September 
1977, 14 AU; 7 June 1978, 16 AU; 13 February 1979, 18 AU; 24 October 
1979, 20 AU; and March 1983, 30 AU. It is expected that good quality 
data will continue to be received (at bit rates ; 32 bits/sec) through 
1979. Current upgrading of the 64-meter NASA stations may make it 
possible to continue data acquisition into the early 1980's. 
Pioneer 11 is targeted for encounter with Saturn on 
1 September 1979. Samples of its heliocentric radial distances are 
as follows: 5 November 1977, 6 AU; 17 May 1978, 7 AU; 29 November 
1978, 8 AU; and 18 June 1979, 9 AU. Following encounter with Saturn, 
it will also escape from the solar system. 
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The prospective survey of Saturn's magnetosphere for the 
first time is the element of highest future interest in the 
Pioneer 10/li program. Meanwhile, the cosmic ray intensity measure­
ments by both spacecraft are contributing to the solution of the
 
long standing, classical problem of the propagation of galactic 
cosmic rays in the solar system. Also, an instrument on Pioneer 11 
is providing unique data on the acceleration of protons by shock
 
waves in the interplanetary medium and on the propagation of solar 
electrons and protons at great distances from the sun. 
Further work on the interpretation of the Jupiter encounter
 
data from both spacecraft continues on an active basis.
 
[Van Allen, Goertz, Thomsen, Pesses, Randall,
 
Sentman, and Parish]
 
(Support by Ames Research Center/NASA and Office
 
of Naval Research)
 
2.03 Explorer 47 (IMP-H)(1972-73A)(IMP-7) 
This GSFC/NASA satellite of the earth was launched on 
23 September 1972 into an approximately circular orbit of initial 
inclination 170 and semi-major axis 35.3 N (earth radii). The 
orbital inclination of this long-lived satellite had increased to 
40.8 by December 1977 with a semi-major axis of 35.4 RE and a 
period of 12.4 days. Operation is by command only on an inter­
mittent basis.following an extended period of nearly continuous
 
data acquisition. It carries a University of Iowa electrostatic
 
analyzer for measuring the energy spectra and angular distributions
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of low energy electrons, protons, and heavier ions in the energy 
range 5 eV to 50 keV. The purpose of the experiment is to further 
the understanding of geomagnetic storms and aurora by investigating 
phenomena in the magnetotail of the earth. A significant discovery 
in the 1974 data was the presence of energetic 
atomic oxygen (0 ) 
in the magnetotail, establishing the escape of ionospheric ions 
into the magnetosphere and their acceleration to energies of the 
order of several keV. 
[Frank, Ackerson, and Yeager] 
(Support by GSFC/NASA and NASA Headquarters) 
2.04 Explorer 50 (n-J)(1973-78A)(IMP-8)
 
This 317 kg GSFC/NASA satellite was launched on 26 October
 
1973 into an orbit with inclination 28.20, radial distances to 
perigee and apogee 23.8 and 46.4 RE, respectively and period 
12.2 days. This satellite carries VLF radio receivers and electro­
static particle analyzers from the University of Iowa. A large
 
body of high quality data from both sets of experiments has been
 
acquired, with operations continuing into 1978 on a reduced basis.
 
[Frank et al. on electrostatic analyzers]
 
[Gurnett et al. on VIF radio receivers]
 
(Support by GSFC/NASA)
 
2.05 	 Explorers 33 and 35, Explorer 43 (IMP-I) 
(IVP-6) Exxplorer 45 (S -A) and Ariel 4 (UK-4) 
The operational lifetimes of these five spacecraft have
 
terminated but study of the data from them continues on special
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problems. These satellites were operative during periods of high
 
solar activity. Collaborative work with investigators from other
 
laboratories has been and continues to be a valuable feature of the
 
data base.
 
[Van Allen, Frank, Gurnett, Craven et al.]
 
(Support by ON and NASA Headquarters)
 
2.06 	 German American Solar Probes
 
(HELIOS-I and II)
 
The interplanetary spacecraft HELIOS-I was launched success­
fully from Cape Canaveral on 10 December 1974 by a Titan Centaur 
vehicle. The heliocentric orbit is near the ecliptic plane with
 
perihelion at 0.3 AU from the sun. The first perihelion passage was
 
on 13 March 1975; subsequent perihelion passages occur at about six 
month intervals. Helios II was launched successfully on 15 January 
1976 into a similar heliocentric orbit. The principal scientific
 
purposes of the two missions are study of particle and field
 
phenomena in the interplanetary medium at distances closer to the 
sun than have been reached previously. (The perihelion of Mariner 
10's orbit was approximately at the orbit of Mercury at 0.39 AU.) 
One of 	the three American instruments on each of the two spacecraft 
is the 	University of Iowa plasma-wave radio receiver (10 Hz to
 
15 kHz). Good measurements from both Helios I and II are being 
obtained. One of the more interesting bodies of results has come 
from the use of a combination of Hawkeye 1 and Helios observations
 
for direction-finding and tracing solar electron streams in the
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interplanetary medium by way of the Type III radio emissions that
 
they excite in the medium. It has also been established that such
 
emissions occur at twice the local electron plasma frequency. Both
 
spacecraft are now in their extended mission phases, with substantially
 
reduced data acquisition.
 
[Gurnett, Anderson, Odem, Green, and Baumback]
 
(Support by GSFC/NASA) 
2.07 Voyagers 1 and 2 
(Formerly caned Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 
1977 Missions) 
The University of Iowa designed and built plasma-wave 
instruments for both of these planetary fly-by missions and is a 
member of the investigative team. Voyager 1 waslaunched success­
fully on 5 September 1977. It is scheduled to fly-by Jupiter in 
March 1979 and Saturn in November 1980. Voyager 2 was launched 
earlier and on a slower trajectory on 20 August 1977. It will fly­
by Jupiter in July 1979 and Saturn in "August 1981. A possible 
further option is a fly-by of Uranus in early 1986. Both instruments 
are operating well, with an exceptionally low level of spacecraft 
interference. The principal purpose of these investigations is to 
determine the properties of the plasmas in the magnetospheres of 
Jupiter and Saturn (and Uranus) by measuring very low frequency 
electrostatic and electromagnetic waves in situ. Information on the 
origin of dekametric emissions may be obtained inferentially. 
Both Voyagers have already yielded valuable new observations on 
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interplanetary Type III solar bursts and on plasma waves in the 
interplanetary medium. 
[Gurnett, Shaw, Odem et al.]
 
(Developmental support by ONE and NASA Headquarters)
 
(Hardware and data analysis support by Jet Propulsion
 
Laboratory/NASA)
 
2.08 	 International Sun-Earth Explorers (ISEE)
 
Two University of Iowa experiments are on each of the two
 
spacecraft of the ISEE-1, ISEE-2 ("mother-daughter") magnetospheric
 
mission (formerly called International Magnetospheric Explorers). 
Both spacecraft were launched by a single vehicle on 22 October 1977
 
and were then separated so as to fly independently in the same orbit
 
but separated by a varying distance of the order of 1000 km along
 
the orbit. Special features of this double mission are:
 
(a) 	 Sophisticated magnetospheric instrumentation.
 
(b) 	 High data rates (S-band) and correspondingly high
 
time- and angular-resolution.
 
(c) 	 The capability of separating temporal from spatial
 
effects, especially in the vicinity of the earth's
 
magnetopause and bow shock and in the magnetotail.
 
(d) 	 Monitoring of the solar wind, solar energetic particles,
 
and magnetospheric phenomena during a period of increas­
ing and probably maximal solar activity (in z 1980).
 
The initial orbit of ISEE-1 (NASA) and ISEE-2 (European
 
Space 	Agency) was as follows:
 
Perigee altitude 279 In 
Apogee altitude 138,108 km (22.65 RE radial) 
Latitude of apogee 21.60 
Local time of first apogee 10.9h
 
inclination 28.70
 
Period 57.43 hours
 
Early results from both University of Iowa instruments are of high
 
quality, though the electrostatic analyzer on ISEE-2 failed in mid-

January 1978. The other three instruments continue in proper
 
operation.
 
[Frank, Craven et al., low energy particle differential 
analyzers] 
[Gurnett et al., plasma wave receivers]
 
(Developmental support by ONE and NASA Headquarters)
 
(Hardware and data analysis support by GSFC/NASA)
 
A third spacecraft of the ISEE program (ISEE-C) is scheduled
 
for launch in late July 1978. It is called a "heliocentric" mission 
because the intention is to place it in a halo orbit near the (L1) 
Lagrangian point of the earth-sun system, on the line joining the 
earth to the sun at a distance about 235 R sunward of the earth. 
Thus, it will serve as an "up-wind" monitor of solar wind and other 
interplanetary conditions free of terrestrial-lunar interference.
 
Gurnett is a co-investigator on the plasma-wave experiment.
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2.09 	 Theory
 
Theoretical studies are continuing on the propagationand 
acceleration of solar protons, alpha particles, and electrons in 
the interplanetary medium; on the emission of X rays and radio noise 
by the sun; on the generation and propagation of very low frequency 
radio waves in the magnetosphere and on the relationship of such 
waves to particle acceleration, diffusion, and precipitation; on 
shock waves in the interplanetary medium; and on the physical 
dynamics of the magnetospheres of Jupiter and Saturn. 
[Goertz, Shawhan, Thcmsen, Sentman, Pesses]
 
(Support by ONE, NSF, and NASA Headquarters)
 
2.10 	 Very-Long-Baseline Radio-

Interferometry
 
A program of VLBI observations has been developed at the 
North Liberty Radio Observatory in collaboration with Iowa State 
University/Ames, NOAA/Boulder, GSFC, and the National Radio Observa­
tory in Green Bank, West Virginia. In contrast to most other VLBI
 
experiments, a low frequency, 26.5 MHz, has been selected in order
 
to study solar radio emissions, the dekametric emissions from Jupiter
 
and the structure of the interplanetary plasma and to search for 
emissions from Saturn. None of the latter has been observed as yet, 
but significant new results have been obtained on the other three 
topics.
 
fShawhan, Cronyn, afid H. Chen]
 
(Support by ONR, NOAA, and NSF)
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The 60-ft antenna at NLRO has been converted to a VLBI 
receiving station operating at a wavelength of 18 cm (OH line). 
It has been adopted as an element of the national VLBI network at 
this frequency. A substantial program of observations is underway. 
[Mutel, Benson, and Phillips]
 
(Support by ONR, Research Corporation, and NASA)
 
2.11 	 Large Area Radio Interferometer 
During 1972-74 the University of Iowa collaborated with 
NOAA/Boulder and GSFC in constructing the largest radioarea 
interferometer in the northern hemisphere. Both effective area 
and angular resolution exceed those of the Arecibo facility. 
The array is located at Clark Lake, California. The operating fre­
quency is 34 NHz. An intensive program of observations is con­
tinuing. Objectives of this work are to study the propagation of 
solar wind streams through interplanetary space (via interplanetary 
scintillation of compact radio sources); to observe dekametric 
radio emissions from Jupiter; and to search for radio emissions from 
Saturn.
 
[Shawhan, Cronyn, Rickard, Benson et al.]
 
(Support by NASA, NSF, GSFC/NASA, NOAA, and
 
U. S. Air Force)
 
2.12 	 Hawkeye 2 Proposal
 
(cf. 1976 Annual Report)
 
After a period of over 3; years of negotiation with NASA
 
Headquarters and of extensive studies, the University of Iowa
 
proposal for a Hawkeye 2 mission was rejected on 16 June 1977:
 
within the current OSS Explorer Program. ... The reason
 
for the rejection of [Hawkeye 2] is that the scientific objectives
 
for this mission overlap those of the Dynamics Explorer (DE)
 
mission. This resulted in [Hawkeye 2] having a lower priority
 
than the Explorer missions that have finally been selected."
 
The disappointment of this rejection was considerably reduced
 
by the selection of two University of Iowa instruments for the
 
approved Dynamics Explorer Mission.
 
2.13 Dynamics Explorer
 
(Formerly called Electrodynamics Explorer) 
This NASA program envisions a coordinated pair of orbiting
 
spacecraft, one in an eccentric polar orbit with apogee at about
 
5 R and another in a circular low-altitude polar orbit. One or 
both may have orbital adjustment capability. The central theme
 
of the DE program is study of the physical coupling of the
 
magnetosphere, ionosphere, and neutral atmosphere of the earth.
 
Based on proposals submitted originally in November 1974, two
 
University of Iowa experiments for DE have been selected and pro­
vided with start-up funding. One of these is a set of global
 
auroral imaging instruments and the other a set of plasma-wave
 
ELF-VLF receivers. Both are similar to those proposed for
 
Hawkeye 2 and both will be on the eccentric orbiter. The present
 
status 
is one of design, engineering definition, and prototype
 
construction. The tentative launch date is late 1980.
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[Frank and Ackerson, auroral imaging photometers] 
[Shawhan and Gurnett, plasma wave instrument] 
(Proposal and engineering design support by ONE 
and NASA Headquarters)
 
(Hardware support by GSFC/NASA)
 
2.14 Auroral Imaging
 
During the past four years a major effort has been devoted 
to developing a new type of sensitive spot-scanning "camera" for 
global scale imaging of auroral emissions and other low-light-level 
emissions in selected wavelength bands from the earth's atmosphere.
 
This work has included the outfitting of an optics research labora­
tory; the purchase and development of suitable.sources; the con­
struction and testing of prototype systems; and the development of 
computerized handling of imaging data. This work provides the 
basis for the global auroral imaging experiment for the Dynamics 
Explorer. The instrumentation is also applicable to other spinning 
spacecraft such as a Pioneer class spacecraft during planetary fly­
bys or in planetary orbits. 
[Frank and Ackerson] 
(Developmental work supported by Office of Naval 
Research)
 
2.15 Galileo
 
-Formerlycalled Jupiter Orbiter with
 
Probe Mission)
 
This JPL/NASA mission was approved and given start-up funding
 
in late October 1977. The scheduled launch date (shuttle with
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inertial upper stages) is January 1982 with arrival at Jupiter, 
after a close fly-by of Mars, in July 1985. During the approach 
phase an entry probe will be released. The mother spacecraft will 
be injected into a nearly-equatorial orbit around Jupiter with 
first apoapse at about 270 RJ. Subsequent orbits will be chosen
 
by powered maneuvers and close fly-bys of the Galilean satellites 
to optimize the fulfillment of scientific objectives of magneto­
spheric, satellite, and planetary observations. The nominal mission 
will terminate in March 1987. 
Two of the three University of Iowa proposals for experiments 
on Galileo have been selected. Formal confirmation proceedings
 
are scheduled for late summer 1978. The two investigations and the 
primary investigators are-as follows: 
2.15.1 	 "A Plasma Wave Investigation for the
 
1981/1982 Jupiter Orbiter"
 
D. A. Gurnett, Principal Investigator 
(u. of Iowa) 
F. L. Scarf, Co-Investigator (TRW) 
R. Gendrin, Co-Investigator (CMET) 
C. F. Kennel, Co-Investigator (UCLA) 
S. D. Shawhan, Co-Investigator 
(U. of Iowa) 
2.15.2 	"Comprehensive Investigations of Jovian
 
Plasmas with the Jupiter Orbiter Spacecraft
 
(Jupiter Oribter Probe 1981/1982 Mission)"
 
L. A. Frank, Principal Investigator

(U. of Iowa) 
F. V. Coroniti, Co-Investigator (UCLA)
 
V. M. Vasyliunas, Co-Investigator (MPI) 
The design and preliminary engineering are in progress.
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In addition, Van Allen has been appointed a member of the
 
Project Science Group and chairman of the Magnetosphere Working
 
Group.
 
(Proposal work supported by ONR and NASA Headquarters) 
(Hardware support by JPL/NASA) 
2.16 	 Spacelab and Orbital Flight
 
Test Missions 
Two University of Towa investigations have been selected 
and confirmed for the early scientific program with the NASA 
shuttle/spacelab: 
2.16.1* 	"An Ejectable Plasma Diagnostics Package 
(PDP) for the Spacelab 2 Mission" 
(All Investigators from U. of Iowa) 
S. D. Shawhan, Principal Investigator 
L. A. Frank, Co-Investigator 
D. A. Gurnett, Co-Investigator
 
N. D'Angelo, Co-Investigator 
2.16.2 	 "An Ejectable Plasma Diagnostics Package 
(PDP) for the Space Shuttle Orbital Flight
 
Test (OFT) Missions" 
(Investigators, same as for 2.16.1) 
The University of Iowa is engaged in designing and construct­
ing a complete subsatellite including all scientific instrumentation 
for preliminary flight on the OFT 4 mission, recovery and re-flight
 
on Spacelab 2. On the latter flight it is planned to release the 
PDP into a close companion orbit with the mother craft. The 
objectives of these investigations are to determine the electro­
magnetic and plasma environments of the Spacelab as a basis for
 
designing future experiments. In both cases the acquisition of
 
in-flight data will extend over a time period of only about ten
 
days. The subsatellite will be powered by storage batteries. The
 
scientific instrumentation will be similar to that on Hawkeye 1.
 
(Proposal and preliminary design support by ONR
 
and NASA Headquarters)
 
(Hardware support by Marshall Space Flight
 
Center/NASA)
 
2.17 	 Firewheel Project
 
The Firewheel Project is a joint European-American experi­
ment for the release of barium clouds in the earth's magnetotail 
at P-15 RE and for the study of the physical effects thereof, 
including the possible triggering of a geomagn~tic substorm. 
The central planning agency is the Max Planek Institute at Garching, 
W. Germany. The European launch vehicle Ariane will be used. The
 
University of Iowa will provide one of the subsatellites for observa­
tion of 	the local plasma and magnetic effects produced by the injected
 
barium 	clouds. It is planned to use spare flight hardware from the 
Hawkeye 1 program for this low-cost experiment. 
[Gurnett et al.] 
(Support by ONR) 
2.18 	 Solar Polar Mission
 
'(Tormerly called Out-of-Ecliptic Mission)
 
This NASA/ESA mission contemplates a single launch of two
 
instrumented spacecraft which will then be separated for independent
 
flight. Both will be targeted to fly-by Jupiter in such a way that
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their 	subsequent orbits will be in a plane approximately perpendicu­
lar to the equatorial plane of the sun. They will be counter­
revolving in this plane with one passing over the north pole of 
the sun as the other passes over the south pole (both at - 1 AU) 
and vice versa as their orbital motions continue. The unique 
objectives of these missions are to measure the properties of the 
interplanetary medium at high solar latitudes, to measure the 
intensity of galactic cosmic rays and the propagation of solar 
energetic particles, also at high solar latitudes, and to observe 
the polar caps of the sun.
 
The mission is proposed by NASA for a FY 1979 start with
 
launch in February 1983; it is undergoing congressional considera­
tion and is not yet approved. Gurnett is a co-investigator on the
 
tentatively selected plasma wave instrument.
 
2.19 Advisory Work
 
During 	1977, Van Allen served as: 
(a) 	 Chairman of the Arecibo Advisory Board, 
(b) 	 A member of the ad hoc selection committee for experi­
ments on the Solar Polar Mission, and
 
(c) 	 A member of the Fachbeirat (Visiting Committee) to
 
the Laboratory for Extraterrestrial Physics/Max Planck
 
Institute, Garching, W. Germany.
 
He also continued his three-year term as President of the
 
Solar-Planetary Relationships Section of the American Geophysical 
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Union. Beginning in August 1977 he has been a member of the
 
Project Science Group and chairman of the Magnetosphere Working
 
Group for the Galileo Project. In November 1977, he participated
 
in the Office of Naval Research's "Workshop on Opportunities for
 
Research in Electronic and Solid State Sciences". During
 
November 1977 -- February 1978 he chaired an "Ad Hoc Computer Review
 
Committee" on the computing facilities of the University of Iowa.
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3.0 Senior Academic Staff in Space Physics
 
£31 December 1977]
 
Van Allen, James A. Carver Professor of Physics and Head 
of Department of Physics and Astronomy 
D'Angelo, Nicola Professor of Physics 
Frank, Louis A. Professor of Physics 
Gurnett, Donald A. iProfessor of Physics 
Shawhan, Stanley D. Associate Professor of Physics 
[On Leave 10 January to 14 May 1977] 
Goertz, C. K. Associate Professor of Physics 
[On Leave 1 July 1977 to 1 January 1978] 
Ackerson, Kent L. Associate Research Scientist 
[Research Associate] 
Craven, John D. Associate Research Scientist 
[Research Associate] 
Cronyn, Willard M. Associate Research Scientist 
[Research Associate] 
Yeager, David M. Associate Research Scientist 
[Research Associate] 
Randall, Bruce A. Associate Research Scientist 
[Effective 1 June 1977] 
Sentman, Davis D. Research Investigator 
[Research Associate] 
Thomsen, Michelle F. Research Investigator 
[Effective 1 July 1977] 
Rickard, James J. Assistant Research Scientist 
[Research Associate] 
Mitchell, Donald G. Assistant Research Scientist 
[Research Associate] 
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Also in Closely Related Work
 
(Astronomy and Plasma Physics)
 
Montgomery, David C. Professor of Physics 
[Terminated 1 September 1977] 
Knorr, Georg Professor of Physics 
Hershkowitz, Noah Professor of Physics
 
Joyce, Glenn R. Professor of Physics
 
Neff, John S. Associate Professor of Astronomy
 
Fix, John D. Associate Professor of Astronomy
 
[On Leave 1 September 1977 to 
5 June 1978] 
Mutel, Robert L. Assistant Professor of Astronomy 
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4.o Senior Engineering and Administrative Staff
 [31 December 1977]
 
Enemark, Donald C. Adjunct Associate Professor of Physics 
Brechwald, Robert L. Manager, Systems and Programming Services 
Rogers, John E. Senior Engineer 
Robertson, Thomas D. Contracts Administrator 
Anderson, Roger R. Assistant Research Scientist 
Owens, Harry Research Assistant III 
Odem, Daniel L. Engineer IV 
Shaw, Robert R. Engineer IV 
Anderson, Roger D. Engineer III 
Baker, Keith R. Engineer III 
[Terminated 31 March 1977] 
English, Michael Engineer III 
Jagnow, Paul G. Engineer III 
[Terminated 3! July 1977] 
Kruse, Elwood A. Engineer IIl [R and Q] 
Remington, Steve I. Engineer III 
Phillips, James R. Engineer III 
Freund, Edmund A. Supervisor, Technical Services 
[Departmental Machine Shop] 
Robison, Evelyn D. Project Assistant 
[Supervisor, Publications] 
Williams, Michael R. Computer Operations Manager 
[Terminated 30 June 19773 
Huneke, Alan C. Engineer II 
Senior Engineering and Administrative Staff (continued)
 
France, Richard J. Senior Programmer Analyst 
[Terminated 30 June 1977] 
Callahan, Timothy J. Research Assistant II/EPS 
[Terminated 31 January 1977] 
Lee, James A. Research Assistant II/EPS 
Burek, Barbara G. Research Assistant II/EPS 
5.0 Junior Academic Staff in Space Physics [31 December 1977]
 
All of those listed below are graduate students, engaged in research in space physics.
 
Baumback, Mark M. 

Benson, John M. 

Burek, Barbara G. 

Chen, Henry Sha-Lin 
Chen, Tsan-Fu 

Cook, Bruce 

DeCster, Richard 
Gallagher, Dennis 
Green, James L. 
Hodges, Mark W. 
Kurth, William S. 
Lee, James A. 
Pesses, Mark E. 
Phillips, Robert B. 
Thomsen, Michelle F. 
Weisberg, Joel M. 

Appointment 

Research Assistant 

Research Assistant 

Research Assistant 

Research Assistant 
Research Assistant 

Teaching Assistant 

Research Assistant 
Research Assistant 
Research Assistant 
Teaching Assistant 
Research Assistant -
Research Assistant 
Research Assistant 

Teaching Assistant 

Research Assistant 
Research Assistant and 

Link Foundation Fellow 

Principal Research Project
 
NASA Research: Waves in Plasma
 
Radio Astronomy
 
Interplanetary Medium
 
Solar Radio Emissions 
[Terminated 31 July 1977] 
Magnetic Fields (Hawkeye)
 
Radio Astronomy
 
Magnetospheric Physics
 
VLF Radio (IMP-J)
 
VLF Radio (Hawkeye)(IMP-J)
 
Radio Astronomy
 
VLF Radio (Hawkeye)
 
Electrostatic Analyzers
 
Pioneer 10/11
 
Radio Astronomy
 
Pioneer 10/11 [Promoted 1 July 
1977 to Research Investigator]
 
Radio Astronomy
(Arecibo)
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6.o 	 Advanced Degrees Awarded in Space 
Physics at U. of Iowa 
1 January 1977 -- 31 December 1977 
M.S. Degree
 
NONE
 
Ph.D. Degree
 
Richard Joseph DeCoster II (December 1977): "Observations Pertain­
ing to the Dynamics of the Plasma Sheet"
 
Michelle F. Thomsen (May 1977): "On Determining a Radial Diffusion
 
Coefficient from the Observed Effects of Jupiter's
 
Satellites"
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7.0 	 Research Reports and Publications 
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AND RESULTS THEREFROM
 
BROWN, 	 R. R. (Editor) 
Final Report of Hawkeye I Spacecraft 
June 1974 
VAN ALLEN, J. A. 
Hawkeye ,I: (a) Approximate Determination of Right
 
Ascension and Declination of Spin Axis. (b) Sun
 
Angle as a Function of Time
 
U. of Iowa Project Memorandum, 24 June 1974
 
VAN ALLEN, J. A. 
Hawkeye I: The Determination of U.T. of Occurrence 
of Sun Pulses from Telemetered Optical Aspect Data 
U. of Iowa Project Memorandum, 6 July 1974 
VAN ALLEN, J. A. 
Hawkeye I: (a) Third Determination of Right Ascension 
and Declination of Spin Axis. (b) Sun Angle as a 
Function of Time 
U. of Iowa Project Memorandum, 23 July 1974 
VAN ALIEN, J. A., M. N. OLIVEN, and R. A. FLIEHLER 
Magnetic Field in the Earth's Polar Magnetosphere
 
to 21 RE 
EOS, 55, 1167, 1974 
cbaoge in the agnitude of B.. ahook are 
a nuLybt not alwys, sharly defined 
MAGIErC FIELD Wec)j EAMM'S POLL KACtO- (IN2 by discontindii.s [Bl . 16 (tb) 7,. 
SS TO a R, ftitpls bowshock crosingrs are conon. A 
timber of =atic signatures through polar 
JA. Van Moe CUSPShave been obemd. The rolar nato­
. e. sphere Inflated rarkeily during the periodslten na 
A. FIleler (an at: Departeent of .Iaies of high gena~nettc ctivity 4-T J07. 
and Astronoer, lb UnTerlity of I., loi . 
City, 1o. 5n412) 
Th vector zanetic fiel In the earth's polar 
asestosphere 	 is being Measured by a Sohonteit 
threa-la flgate ragnet er on .aey. I to 
raiael distane of 21 R in a plane normal to e 
Qh earth's equator. Po itions of bow shock 
tnetop'ause 	 erossing. during the period 3 June 
-- 2a Job 197 h are shon in the figure. Ztnng 
the right asentsion of the snn
 
Moos that of the descending nod, of the orbit
 
n.rled ftrA -t7 to *12. The agetrop.se
 
tocr at 115 , 56 ( +16) 7, be ig Identified 	 5 
01. tire 	 Meiod 
pritarIly As ths treatoi point betveen We11
 
ordered and disordered fields rather then by
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GURNETT, D. A., and W. S. KURTH
 
Plasma Wave Observations in the Polar Magnetosphere
 
with Hawkeye 1
 
EOS, 55, 1175, 1974 
SN 74 
PLSVA WAVEOS3MVATIONSIN T5E POLAR AGNTO-
E8RS WITH A"WY 1 
Xnttho. as at; eatet of phrses 
sa Atronoe', The Uiversity of toes, 
Io. City, 1o. 52242) 
A wide ariety of pissna wc h...enona are 
oser ed at high altitudes in the polor agneto­t
sphere with the !(A ZY I satellite. Within 
the polar cusp region elactrostaIc noise bands 
are odler3 at haromicsef the elec.ron cyclo­
tron frequency. *sgretic noise bersts at fre­
quencies below about 10 HZare also observe d 
tes the bounderies of the polar cusp. Zn the 
local ziidniht region broadear whistler mode 
nise e-.ssions are observed wM.h are qualita­
tively similar to the 'CS anroral hiss frequent­
2y detected with low altitude polar orbiting 
satellites. Broadband bursts of electrostatic 
wose are also detecsted at hieh latitudes in 
the local evening region. These broadband .i,
ctrostatic roise bursts are tiouht to be 
associated with reaions where intense field 
aligned currents occur. ilo:etri radlo 
emissLons fro. the auroral regions are so 
observed oes crh of the high latitude, high 
altitude portions of the orbit. Coordinated 
ses.ureents .with the IMP.6 and IVP-8 satellites 
show that the kiloetric radiation is eitted 
eer a large solid angle C> 3 steradians with 
total po.er levels setices watts.s exeedng . 
freetton findlng as erents are beil, per. 
fcrned to establish the so.uce region of the 
hilsetric radiation. 
KURTH, WILLIAM STEVEN 
Direction Finding Measurements of Auroral Kilometric
 
Radiation
 
M.S. Thesis, May 1975 
plasia wave experiments using the rotating dipole antennas of 
the IDP-8 and HAWlME-1 satellites are used to obtain direction find­
ing measurements of auroral kilometric radiation. This radiation is 
characterized by sporadic storms of very intense radiation lasting 
from tens of minutes to several hours with the frequency of peak 
intensity normally lying between 100 kMz and 300 kHz. The noise, 
which has been associated with bright auroral arcs, causes the earth 
to appear as a very bright radio source from positions outside the 
plasmasphere. 
HAWEKYE-I is in a highly elliptical polar orbit with an apogee 
radial distance of about 21 Re over the northern polar region and niP-8 
is in a slightly eccentric orbit closer to the equatorial plane with
 
perigee and apogee radial distances of 23 and h6 Re respectively. When 
the source of auroral kilometrle radiation lies near the plane in 
which the electric antennas rotate, the detected signal is strongly 
spin modulated so that accurate information oa the position of the 
source region can be obtained, A source near the earth often lies 
near the planes of antenna rotation of both satellites so that two 
independent determinations of the source location can be made. The 
results of both determinations agree fairly well and place the source 
region about 0.9 Re from the polar axis of the earth at a local time of 
about 20 hours as projected into the equatorial plane. These results
 
support earlier results in that the source must be in toe region of 
the earth's evening auroral zones. The generation mechanism, although 
still unknown, must then be related to auroral electron precipitation 
events which are also closely related to bright auroral arcs. 
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VAN ALLEN, J. A. 
Hawkeye I: Projected Sun-Angle 4 June 1974
 
-- 30 December 1976
 
U. of Iowa Project Memorandum, 28 May 1975
 
GREEN, JAMES L., DONALD A. GURNETT, and STANLEY D. SHAWHAN 
The Angular Distribution of Auroral Kilometric 
Radiation 
EOS, 56, 424, 1975 
kIlceatric radiation Occvrrie in sporadicSM 21 bursts or atos- .oe duration varie frt. half 
an hour to several hosrs. From a fresency of
.T qAo~N A L fcrr.nees suey, at larse radial distances. 
it apsears that kilocetric radiation Is emittedJames I. Gree mintoa -olid conical ttern oer the a.soralames1. Grene tones st.oe solid arule depends on frequency.
Donald A. Gurnet 	 1Tha lrger the freuesnvm the esthe solidStanley 0. S.avsn (anl at l'ereitment of Thysici angle. A correlation between the satellites isand Astronomy, Unive'rity of Io, Io City, ea fade on the "beam width Of indiddualloan 5n242) bursts of this electrmqetic radiation. he 
of 3arlditribu~ome of 	 of the indivIdual burst lies vIthin theMa~e v~tis Sogeneralthe 	 =bean emission cons. In addition, a cputeraurol kilometric radiation ae sue with pla. sa5y teouin mdel for auroral kilueetrc raedla­awve expersimnets on the RAW aE 1, It-6, and tion is discussed. It assumes a stall sourceIP-B satellites. PAMM I and isp-6 urcvide located at altitudes cf 1.0 to 3. 0 R. in theinforeation in the nan-e frtquen-y banas cent- a 1oral The model predicts the variationszone. tied at 17a ,1 00 k-, and 56.2 M=1.with en in the solid anle of the emission one as aaddtional coverae by fL-8 at 2 Hi sad 500 function of frequency which are observed esei­ks. Al shee usatellites hm the auoral entally. 
KINTNER, P. M., D. A. GURNETT, K. L. ACKERSON, and L. A. FRANK 
Correlated Electric Field, Plasma Wave, and Particle 
Measurements from the Hawkeye 1 Satellite 
EOS, 56, 433, 1975 
OZR D EM RIC FIEl , PIASA WAVE,AWPRIICIS -A$U5'.-C2S PROM(El MAnn E 2 
D. A. ournett 
K. X. Ackerson 
I.. 	A. fOr - (all at tepertrent or a'sics and 
Astromnon,University of Iova, to.s Cit¥, 
Io. 5n242) 
The fA5I2M satellite carries a 43 noter cy­lindrieal bos Syste om which elestric field 
seasuraents can be madeat lov altitu"es. As 
E.IZ s in a highly elliPtical orbit with 
periee over the south pole, relable elecrc1fields e observes over the south olair cap i.­
cluding electric field reersals imdicative ofthe transition from open to closed asgnetio field 
ldes. On the dkv'Lde the rever.al is e.ar but
not sincident dth the 45 kev trappin boundary 
A.t the cusp which Is Inferred from soft electron 
neseureent.. tIthia the cusp an field reversal,
I hiss is o 'served-- uell a a noise band below 
th. ion cyclotron frequency. 
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FRANK, L. A., K. L. ACKERSON, J. D. CRAVEN, and J. A. VAN ALLEN
 
Plasma Convection in the Magnetotail and Polar
 
Magnetosphere
 
EOS, 56, 433, 1975
 
SV 104 
PLASM CONVECTION IN THE VAGNETOTAIL 
ALND MAR MAGNETOSPHERE 
K. L. Ackerson 
J. D. Craven 
J. A. Va Allen tall at: Department of 
Physics and Astronomy, University of

Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa,S2242) 
Observations of plasmas to geocentric 
radial distances of 20 R, have been gain­
ed in the carthis polar ragnetosphere
with LEpEDEA Instrumentation flown on 
the lawkeye-l satellite. simultaneous 
measurements of plasmas in the plasma
sheet of the magnitotail at radial dis­
tancas ) 30 P are available from similar 
instrumentatgn on the IMS-7 and -8 
satellites. Two Maier realms of plasma
convection in the polar magnetosphere
have been identified thus far in our 
sanealyes (1)plasma flows directedparallel or antaparailel to the local 
magnetic field within the polar cus and 
the plasma mantle and (2) plasma flows . 
characterized by consideraoly higher
densities, which are directed obliquely 
to the local magnetic field vector. Bothion flows, , hundreds of lan(sc)-l, are 
observed for extended periods, hours. 
In the distant magneotail similar con­
vection of plasma accompanios magnettc

substorms. An example of these plasma
flows with simultaneous . .easurementsin 
the magnetotail and the polar magnete. 
sphere during a magnetic eubstorm Is to 
be presented. 
KURTH, 	W. S., M. M. BAUMBACK, and D. A. GURNETT 
Direction-Finding Measurements of Auroral Kilometric 
Radiation
 
J. Geophys. Res., 80L, 2764-2770, 1975 
Direction-finding mtasurcments " th plasma "ave experinien's on the lia" keyc I and Imp 8 satcllitcs 
are used to I6ate the source region of auroral kilonctric radiation. This radiation ha peak intenTsities 
between about 100 and 300 kHz and is emitted in intense sporadic burs. lating lor from hall an hour to 
several hours. At peak intensity the total po~er emitted in this Irequenc%range e~eecds N"V% rhe occur­
rence of this radiation is known to be closely associated "sith bright auroral arcs "hich occur in the local 
evening auroral regions. Ha'kc)e I provides direction-indiiig mcasurcnlent o kilontric radiation 
from observations at high latitudes (5-20 RE) over the northern polar regions, and Imp 8 provide imniar 
observations atlarge radial distances (23-46 RE) near the equatorial plane. Results Irom both satelltes 
place the source of the intense auroral kilometric radiation in the late local eternng at about 22.0 hours L V 
and at a distance of about 0.75 RE from the polar axis of the earth. These direction-finding measurements. 
together ith earlier re~ult, from the Imp 6 satellite, strongly indicate that the intense auroral kilonctrie 
radiation is generated by energetic auroral electrons at los, altitudes in the eening auroral lone Tile 
observed source location is in good quantitative agreement %ith the source position expetted Ironi simple 
propagation and ray path considerations. 
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VAN ALLEN, J. A. 
Hawkeye I: Assessment of Prospects for Obtaining

Interplanetary Magnetic Field Data with Hawkeye I 
During the Los Alamos Rocket Operation at Cape 
Perry, 24 November--6 December 1975
 
U. of Iowa Project Memorandum, 7 November 1975 
SAFLEKOS, N. A. 
Hawkeye I Spin Axis Orientation as Deduced from
 
Magnetometer Measurements, 14 June 1974
 
-- 17 September 1975
 
U. of Iowa Project Memorandum, 16 December 1975
 
KINTNER, P. M. 
A Low Frequency Electromagnetic Noise Band Related 
to Bulk Plasma Convection 
EOS, 56, 1033, 1975 
SA 39 
.xs in the 1.7 Hz electric chanel ex.2 
A WI PF U~rJ - Ew 5! Ae14WlO6v olt'/a .z. mThe indez of reractin,eTRCA2TI~nC PAIW n/B/, is fOt to bq epproxIrately 200 duringYIUA TOEOI HA $ CO1NWUON the noiseelssicn. Butlk plas convectio. 
P. . Kintner (Dpt. of physics an A&,ron,, esuemns areelaneo on WMC0YETwithastatic electric field meter. ntica3 the 
The Uiversity Of -1n Ion city, IA 5224.2) cange In cczwectlca velocity with resect, to
satellite position the quantity 'isdl ca I -AWIE 1 Is I a hisbly elliptical orbit with oulated where the distance X is nearly reu­perig o.r the touch pox cusp at 2000 In. dicular to the local manetic field. le spat-Between 2000 an 4000 k altitude an elecn-m. I shear in nnecton velocity i-s found toMetic noie ban is obsrved tn he tour loost be coincidentwith the lot freqency eectrawg.fegenc filters. 1.7 Al th h 56 -s, while netis oise band which cugeeta toe noise endthe asallite is txasansins aursal field lines. isI generated by the Kelvin-Helxholt. intebility. 
, 
ACKERSON, K. L., and L. A. FRANK 
Plasma Flow Velocities at the Dayside Magnetopause
 
-- at Low Latitudes with imP-6 and at High Latitudes
 
with Hawkeye
 
EOS, 56, 1050, 1975 
SN *4 perpendicular to the ecliptic plane 
hence the component of plasma flow ,iichPLASMAFLOWVEIOCITIES'AT THE DAYSID3 

NAQTOAUSE-AT LOWIATITUDES ITH 

is measured Iles parallel to the ecliptic.
Jetting of plasna fear the magnetopausenw-G AND AT HIxGHLATfTUJS WMT mAW and a reversal of plasma flows at the 
magnetopause are observed in several

amples. The polar-orblting Hawkeye
 
Acaerson 

L. A. Frank (both at, Department of 
 is also employed to determine plam
Physics and Astronomy, University of flowS at the magnetopause--but at highIow, Iowa City Iowa 52242) latitudes near the polar cusp and in a 
Plasma flows at the dayside mgneto- plane nearly perpendicular to theecliptic. The aharaer of plasma dis-Poca msar the magnetIc equatorial plane tributlons at these high latitudeshave been obtained via is
LUpEDIA instrs- relatively complox.
mentation on board IMP-6. The spin, axis
 
of the spacecraft is directed nearly
 
SAFLEKOS, N. A.
 
Hawkeye I Spin Axis Orientation Deduced from the
 
Magnetometer for the First 470 Days Since Launch
 
U. of Iowa Project Memorandum, 31 March 1976 
ORIGINAL PAGE ISOF POOR QUALITy 
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BAUMBACK, MARK M. 
Direction-Finding Measurements of Type III Radio Bursts 
Oat of the Ecliptic Plane 
M.S. Thesis, May 1976
 
Direction-finding measurements with the plasma wave experiments 
on the pAWKMEE 1 and IlP 8 satellites are used to find the inter­
planetary source locations of type Inl solar radio bursts in helio­
centric latitude and longitude in a freuency range from 31.1 kHz to 
500 kz. Three events in the period from June 1974 to August 1974 
were suitable to analyze completely. n.!' 8 has its spin axis perpen­
dicular to the ecliptic plane, hence, by analyzing the spin modulation 
of the received signals the location of Zhe type III burst projected 
into the ecliptic plane can be found. E'W-YEM 1 has its spin axis 
nearly parallel to the ecliptic plane; hence, the location of the 
source out of the ecliptic plane can also be determined. Using an 
empirical model for the emission frequency as a function of radial 
distance from the sun the three-dirensional trajectory of the type III 
radio source can be determined from direction-finding measurements at 
difference frequencies. if the electros which produce these radio 
emissions are assumed to follow the magnetic field lines from the sun 
these measurements provide information on the three-dimensional struc­
ture of the magnetic field in the solar wind. The source locations 
projected into the ecliptic plane were found to follow an Archimedean 
spiral. Perpendicular to the ecliptic plane the source locations 
were found to usually follow a constant heliocentric latitude. When 
the best fit magetic field line through the source locations is 
extrapolated back to the sun this field line usually originates 
within a few degrees from the solar flare which produced the radio 
burst. With direction-finding measurements of this type it is also 
possible to determine the source size from the odlation factor of the 
received signals. For a type III event on June 8, 1974, the half angle 
source size was measured to be - 60* at 500 kHz and - 40 at 56.2 kiz 
as viewed from the sum. 
GREEN, JAMES L. 
The Angular Distribution of Auroral Kilometric Radiation
 
M.S. Thesis, May 1976 
* Observations of the angular distribution of auroral kilometric 
radiation (AM) are made with plasma wave experiments on the HAWKYE-l, 
l4P-6, and 124P- satellites. The wave experiments on these satellites 
use a long dipole antenna for electric field measurements in narrow 
frequency bands centered at 178, 100, and 56.2 kifz with additional 
data from 111-8 at 500 Riz. All three satellites observe auroral 
kilometric radiation occurring in sporadic bursts or storms lasting 
from half an hour to several hours. From a frequency of occurrence 
survey, at satellite radial distances greater than 7 R (earth radii),e 
it appears that AMR is preferentially and instantaneously being 
,beamed into solid angles of approximately 3.5 steradians at 178 kHz, 
1.8 steradians at 100 kHz, and 1.1 steradians at 56.2 kiz from the 
auoral zones. 
From sialtaneous multiple satellite observations of auroral 
kilometric radiation it is noted that the plasmapause acts as an 
abrupt low latitude propagation cutoff on the night side of the earth. 
On the day side, however, this abrupt cutoff at the plasmapause is 
not observed. 
A computer ray tracing model describing the propagation of 
auroral kilometric radiation is developed. This rodel assumes a 
small source location at altitudes of 1.0 to 3.0 R in the auroral e 
zone at 24 hours magnetic local time. The ray tracing results agree 
qualitatively with the observed variations in the solid angle of the 
emission cone as a function of frequency assuming that the radiation 
is emitted at 3/2 times the electron gyrofrequency. 
8
 
BAUMBACK, M. M., W. S. KURTH, and D. -A. GURNETT 
Direction-Finding Measurements of Type III Radio Bursts 
Out of the Ecliptic Plane 
Solar Physics, 48, 361-380, 1976 
Abstract. Direction-finding measurements with the plasma wave experiments on the HAWKEYE I and
 
IMP.8 satellites are used to find the source locations of type III solar radio bursts in heliocentric
 
latitude and longitude in a frequency range from 31.1 kHz to 500kHz. IMP 8 has its spin axis
 
perpendicular to the ecliptic plane: hence, by analyzing the spin modulation of the recei'ed signals the
 
location of the type III burst projected into the ecliptic plane can be found. HAWKEYE I has its spin
 
axis nearly parallel to the ecliptic plane; hence, the location of the source out of the ecliptic plane may
 
also be determined. Using an empirical model for the emission frequency as a function of radial
 
distance from the sun the three-dimefisional trajectory of the type III radio source can be determined
 
from direction-finding measurements at different frequencies- Since the electrons which produce these
 
radio emissions follow the magnetic field lines from the Sun these measurements provide information
 
on the three-dimensional structure of the magnetic field in the solar wind. The source locations
 
projected into the ecliptic plane follow an Archimedean spiral. Perpendicular to the ecliptic plane the
 
source locations usually follow a constant helocentric latitude. When the best fit magnetic field line
 
through the source locations is extrapolated back to the Sun this field line usually originates within a
 
few degrees from the solar flare which produced the radio burst. With direction-finding measurements
 
of this type it is also possible to determine the source size from the modulation factor of the received
 
signals. For a type II1 event on June 8, 1974, the half angle source size was measured to be -60' at
 
500kHz and -40' at 56.2kHz as viewed from the Sun.
 
GURNETT, D. A. 
Plasma Wave Interactions with Energetic' Ions Near the
 
Magnetic Equator
 
J. Geophys. Res., 81, 2765-2770, 1976
 
,An intense band of electromagnetic noise is frequently observed near the magnetic equatorial plane at
 
radial distance from about 2 to 5 Re. Recent wide band wave form measurements with the Imp 6 and
 
Hawkeye I satellites have show n that the equatorial noise consists of a compleK superposition of many
 
harmonically spaced lines. Se'eral distinctly different frequency spacings are often evident in the same
 
spectrum. The frequency spacing t~picall. ranges from a few hertz to a few tens of hertz. The purpose of
 
this paper is to suggest that these waves are interacting v,ith energetic protons. alpha particles, and other
 
heavy ions trapped near the magnetic equator. The possible role that these waves play in controlling the
 
distribution of the energetic ions is considered.
 
GURNETT, D. A., and L. A. FRANK
 
Continuum Radiation from Low-Energy Electrons in the
 
Outer Radiation Zone
 
J. Geophys. Res., 81 "3875-3885, 1976
,
 
A weak nonthermal continuum radiation is generated by the earth's magnetosphere in the frequency
 
range from about 500 Hz to greater than 100 kHit. During magnetically disturbed periods the intensity of
 
this continuum radiation increaseS significantly, by as much as 20 dB during large disturbances In this
 
paper we present a series of observations obtained by the Haw kee I and Imp 8spacecraft during a period
 
of greatly enhanced continuum radiation intensity which occurred from October 14-21. 1974. The
 
enhanced continuum radiation intensities observed during this e%ent are found to be closely correlated
 
with the injection -ofvery intense fluses of energetic. - 1-30 keV. electrons into the outer radiation zone.
 
Dirction-inding measurements of the continuum raditon observed during this ecit show that the
 
radiation is primarily coming from the dawn side of the magnetosphere. in agreement with the obsered
 
dawn-dusk asymmnetr ! in the I- to 30-keV electron distribution. These results suggest that thecontinuum
 
radiation may be generated by a coherent plasma instability in%oling relai ely low-energ.. -1 to 30
 
keV, electrons rather than b. gyrosynchrotron radiation from ver) energetic, 200 keV to I MeV. electrons
 
as has been previously suggested.
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KINTNER, P. M., JR. 
Observations of Velocity Shear Driven Plasma Turbulence
 
J. Geophys. Res., 81, 5114-5122, 1976 
ke.e I during the low-altitude portion ofElectrostatic and magnetic turbulence observations from Ha 
its elliptical orbit over the southern hemisphere are presented. The magnetic turbulence is confined near 
the auroral zone and is similar to that seen at higher altitudes by Heos 2 in the polar cusp. The 
apo%%er spectral index of 1.89 :electrostatic turbulence is composed of abackground component N"ith 
of"2.80 ± 0.34. The intense electrostatic0.26 and an intense component "ith a power spectral index 
turbulence and the magnetic turbulence correlate ith velocity shears in the convective plasma flow. Since 
velocity shear instabilities are most unstable to "ave vectors perpendicular to the magnetic field, the shear 
correlated turbulence isanticipated to be t%,o-dimensional in character and to have apo%er spectral index 
of 3, ,hich agrees w~ith that observed in the intense electrostatic turbulence. 
GUENETT, D. A. 
The Earth as a Radio Source 
Magnetospheric Particles and Fields
 
Ed. B. M. McCormac, pp. 197-208, 1976
 
Abstract. Satellite low frequency radio measurements have revealed thiat the Earth is a very intense 
and interesting radio source with characteristics similar to other astronomical radio sources such a 
Jupiter, Saturn and the Sun. In this paper we summarize the primary characteristics of radio emissions 
from the Earth's magnetosphere, consider the origin of these emissions, and discuss the similarities to 
other astronomical radio sources. 
GURNETT, D. A. 
Electrostatic Turbulence in the Magnetosphere 
Physics of Solar Planetary Environments, Vol. II, 
Ed. D. J. Williams, pp. 760-771, 1976
 
from the IMP-6, DnP-8 and Hawkeye-IPlasma ,rave measurements 
a broad region of intense low-frequency elec­satellites show that 
tric field turbulence occurs on the high latitude auroral field 
a few thousand kilometers in thelines.at altitudes ranging from 
ionosphere to mny earth radii in the distant magnetosphere. A 
qualitatively similar, but less intense, type of electric field 
turbulence is also observed at the plasmaause during magnetic an ess­
entially continuous band on the auroral L-shells at al local 
times around the earth and is most 'intense during periods of 
auroral activity. In this paper we summarize the basic character­
storms . In the auroral regions the turbulence occurs in 
istics of this electric field turbulence and consider the possible 
role this turbulence may play in the heating and acceleration of 
plasm in the magnetosphere. 
ABRAHAM, D. W. 
Determination of Spin Indices for Hawkeye I from
 
Magnetometer and LEPEDEA Data
 
U. of Iowa Project Memorandum, Draft December 1976 
ORXIyjqOP _P0 _GZIS 10O 
GURNETT, D. A., L. A. FRANK, and R. P. LEPPING 
Plasma Waves in the Distant Magnetotail 
J. Geophys. Res., 81, 6059-6071, 1976
 
In this study we identify the principal t) pes of plasma waves which occur in the distant magnetotail. and 
we investigate the relationship of these waves to simultaneous plasma and magnetic field measurements 
made oh the same spacecraft. The observations used in this study are from the Imp 8 spacecraft. which 
passes through the magnetotail at radial distances ranging from about 23.1 to 46.3 R,. Three principal 
are detected by Imp 8 in the distant magnetotail: broad band electrostatic noise. types of plasma waves 
whistler mode magnetic noise bursts, and electrostatic electron cyclotron waves. The electrostatic noise is 
abroad band emission which occurs in the frequency range from about 10 Hz to a few kilohertz and isthe 
most intense and frequently occurring type of plasma wave detected in the distant magnetotail.This noise 
is found in regions mith large gradients inthe magnetic field near the outer boundaries of the plasma sheet 
and in regions with large plasma flow speeds, I0 km s
- 1. directed either toward or away from the earth. 
The whistler mode magnetic bursts observed by Imp 8 consist of nearly monochromatic tones which last 
from a few seconds to a few tens of seconds. These noise bursts occur in the same region as the broad band 
electrostatic noise, although much less frequently. and are thought to be associated with regions carrying 
substantial field-aligned currents. Electrostatic electron cyclotron waves are seldom detected by Imp 8 in 
occur very infrequently, they may be of considerablethe distant magnetotail. Although these waves 
importance, since they have been observed in regions near the neutral sheet when the plasma isextremely 
hot. 
CRAVEN, J. D., K. L. ACKERSON, and L. A. FRANK 
Plasma Observations in the Distant Polar Cusp with 
Hawkeye 1 
EOS, 57, 989, 1976 
with an electrostatic analyzer, aSW 
ISPEDEA. The instruental fields-of-IN THE DISTAMTPLASMA OBSERVATIONS 	 view were directed perpendicular to theCUSP lYEM~lAN WITH H I satellite spin axis. For the period of 
present analyses, this spin axis .as
3. D. Craven 	 aligned nearly parallel to the earth-X. L. ADoersOn sun vetor. Hence components of bulkL. A. Frank (all at: Dept. of Physics flows in a plane nearly parallel to the and Astronomy, university of Iowa, YSM- ZsM plano are masured. We remort Jo,. City, I.wa 52242) 	 ion bulk speeds of several hundreds of 
le.se)-I with cospOnents directed do,-Plasmas within the distant polar cusp 	 hi HLT within the polar cusp. 1200­inantly in the +Ys:-directin atalttudes1400surveyedAt Itituda • at5R, have been 
These flows were observed to remain 
with the highly eccentric, polar-orbit-
 sedywt wine , , roughoutIng satellite Haukeye 1 near the local-	 thruountsteady, to within +3 
noon meridional plane. The satellite the s.agmetosboath at high altitudes and apogee and perigee altitudes were the outer radiaton one at tower127,COO io. and 500 ion, respectively, titer raa zone at low r the orbital inclination was 8a.8 altitudes Plasma flows are shown for 
and a variety of geaaagnetic conditions.
and period 51.3 hours. Directional., 

ions 

electrons over the energy range extend­
differential intensities of 
ing from 30 eV to 50 kev were gained 
VAN ALLEN, J. A. (Editor) 
Hawkeye I: University of Iowa 
U. of Iowa Research Report 77-6 
ROGERS, JOHN E. (Editor) 
Hawkeye 1/Neutral Point Explorer 
(Explorer 52/1974-040A) 
Final Report of Spacecraft Control Operations, 
Telemetry Station Operations, and Data Reduction 
U. of Iowa Research Report 77-14
 
GURNETT, D. A., and L. A. FRANK
 
A Region of Intense Plasma Wave Turbulence on Auroral 
Field Lines
 
J. Geophys. Res., 82, 1031-1050, 1977
 
Plasma wave measurements from the Hawkeye I and Imp 6 satellites show that a broad region of 
intense plasma wave turbulence occurs on the high-latitude auroral field lines at altitudes ranging from a 
few thousand kilometers in the ionosphere to many earth radii in the distant magnetosphere. This 
turbulence occurs in an essentially continuous band on the auroral L shells at all local times around the 
earth and is most intense during periods of auroral activity The electric field intensity of this turbulence is 
often quite large, with maximum field strengths ofabout [0 mV m-' and peak intensities in the frequency 
range 10-50 Hz. Magnetic field perturbations indicative of field-aligned currents and weak bursts of 
whistler mode magnetic noise are also observed in the same region as the electric field turbulence In the 
local afternoon and evening the electric field turbulence isclosely associated with V-shaped auroral hiss 
emissions. In some cases the electric field turbulence appears as a lowering and intensification of the low­
frequency portion of the auroral hiss spectrum. Comparisons n ith plasma measurements and with similar 
measurements from other satellites strongly suggest that this plasma " ave turbulence occurs on magnetic
field lines which connect with regions of intense inverted Velectron precipitation at low altitudes and with 
regions of intense earthward plasma flow in the distant magnetotaiL The plasma instabilities which could 
produce this turbulence and the possible role which this turbulence may play in the heating and 
acceleration of the auroral particles are considered. 
KINTNER, P., and N. D 'ANGELO 
A Transverse Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability in a Magnetized 
Plasma 
J. Geophys. Res., 82, 1628-1630, 1977
 
For a low-J plasma the growth of low-frequency waves is analyzed when the plasma flow transverse to 
the magnetic field issheared (V-E 0). A comparison is made with recent observations by Kelley and 
Carlson (1976) of electrostatic turbulence in the vicinity of auroral arcs. 
GREEN, 	 J. L., D. A. GURNETT, and S. D. SHAWHAN 
The Angular Distribution of Auroral Kilometric Radiation 
J. Geophys. Res., 82, 1825-1838, 1977
 
Measurements of the angular distribution of auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) are presented by using
observations from the Hawkeye I. Imp 6. and Imp 8 satellites. The University of Iowa plasma wave 
experiments on Hawkeye I and Imp 6 provide electric field measurements of AKR in narrow frequencybands centered at 178. 100, and 56.2 kHz, and the Imp g experiment provides measurements at 500 kHz. 
From a frequency of occurrence survey, at radial distances greater than 7 R, (earth radii) it isshown that 
AKR is preferentially and instantaneously beamed into solid angles of approximately 3.5 sr at 178 kHz. 
i.8 sr at 100 kHz. and 1.1 srat 56.2 kHz. directed upward from the nighttime auroral zones Simultaneous 
multiple satellite observations of AKR in the northern hemisphere show that the radiation occurs 
simultaneously throughout these solid angles and that the plasmapause acts as an abrupt propagation
cutoff on the nightside of the earth. No comparable cutoff isobserved at the plasmapause on the dayside 
of the earth. 
The results of computer ray tracing calculations for both the right-hand (R-X) and left-hand (L-O)
polarized modes are also presented in an attempt to understand the propagation characteristics of the 
AKR. These calculations assume that a small source emits radiation at various frequencies along a 
magnetic field line at 700 invariant latitude near local midnight. The approximate altitude of the source 
can be determined for each of the two modes of propagation by adjusting the source altitude to give the 
best fit to the observed angular distributions. The R-X mode is found to give the best agreement with the 
observed angular distributions. 
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VOOTS, G. R., and D. A. GURNETT 
Auroral Kilometric Radiation as an Indicator of
 
Auroral Magnetic Disturbances 
J. Geophys. Res., 82, 2259-2266, 1977
 
Satellite low-frequency radio measurements have shown that an intense radio emission from the earth's 
auroral regions called auroral kilometric radiation is closely associated with auroral and magnetic
disturbances In this paper we present a detailed investigation of this relationship. using the auroral 
electrojet (AE) index as an indicator of auroral magnetic disturbances and radio measurements from the 
Imp 6 spacecraft. This study indicates that the mean power flux of the 178-kHz radiation tends to be 
proportional to (AE)"' for AE > 100 y and, with less certainty, to (AE)2 for AE < 100 7. The correlation 
coefficient between log AE and the logarithm of the power flux is 0.514. Occasionally, a kilometric 
radiation event is detected which isnot detected by the ground magnetometer stations, even though an 
auroral substorm is in progress. This study shows that the remote detection of kilometric radio emissions 
from the earth can be used as a reasonably reliable indicator of auroral substorm activity. 
KINTER, PAUL M., and DONALD A. GURNEITT 
Observations of Ion Cyclotron Waves Within the Plasmasphere 
by Hawkeye 1 
J. Geophys. Res., 82, 2314-2318, 1977
 
A survey of the plasma wave data from the Hawkeye I spacecraft hasteen performed in search of ion 
cyclotron waves associated with the scattering and loss of ring current ions within and near the plasma­
pause. During an 18-month period, consisting of about 270 orbits, a total of five events have been found 
with clearly detectable electric and magnetic fields at frequencies below'the proton gyrofrequency.
Comparisons of the electric and magnetic field amplitudes for these events provide strong evidence that 
these waves are ion cyclotron waves. All five events occurred during recovery phases of magnetic storms 
inside or very close to the plasmapause boundary. The results of this survey confirm and are consistent 
with the earlier identification of ion cyclotron waves by the Explorer 45 satellites. The Hawkeye I 
observations show that ion cyclotron waves of substantial amplitude occur at magnetic latitudes well 
away (-280) from the magnetic equator. 
GREEN, JAMES IAUER, and DONALD A. GURNETT 
A Determination of the Polarization of Terrestrial
 
Kilometric Radiation
 
EOS, 58, 46 7-4 6 8, 1977 
Sn 4 
A UDTERMION OF Ti POAfZATION V
 
TDSTURAL xlDoMTrIC MDIATION
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altitue paowed eteriotn he helar. less than f. Spatial surweys show that the 
atiO Of this diatioi te.. te wed continuoO radiation is observed at nearly allr no 
Is to coopaze observed cutoffs in the radio lcal tices over the polar region, whereas the
emisson spetr with the local o.racteris. intense A is rain detectable on the eveningtit ~etquen.te If the pUs. a t.he . raft and night side of the earth. The oohri-etion 
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KURTH, W. S., and D. A. GURNETT 
Intense Electrostatic Waves in the Earth's Magnetosphere
 
Near the Electron Plasma Frequency
 
EOS, 58, 469, 1977
 
AS m3A:number of intense electrostatic wave 
SI 15 eets 
8 Re 
are found In a reion approxiately 2 to 
fron the earth at osasetic latitudes less 
£ PSTtAt&TIC AVS In r 2ART-'3 than 40'. One ClUse or events occurs between 5 
s aosQpimarily EAR I E1ECIRONPIAS' FE- an4 20 lIz and is found at all local times,in the rurnfng heaisphere. These but30w 
frequency electrostatic waves are cnerafll 
W. S. Kurth found between 4 and 8 R A secod class or e . 
. -A. rett (both at: Dept. of Paics and events appears to be associated with t.e pperAstronow,, Univ. of Io1a, Ioa City, IA hybrld resonance freuency ad ecaoits of 
42) wavs at frequencies sceater tI-An 1, xnc. 
These higher frequency electrostatic wans are 
A search for very intense ( 1 V =I) else- -- l15 found bety e 2 and 6 r, fr the earth 
troatatic ives in the earth's noentcspbere is in the carning heol.phere. In car cases in­
undertaken uing a search of five and one-tall tense electrostatic waevs at the uper lyarid 
Years of plasma vae observations taren from resonance coinc .e with intense continuum 
the IX' 6 and ,esee I atellites. 0hiense radiatica, suggesting that the electrostatlc 
electrostatic waves are required by rarious vares ay be involved In the generation of the 
theaies to produce Intense electro6natic continum radiation. 
aes such as ausoral kilometric radiation. 
This study shows little evidence of electro­
static swves with intensities greater than I ay 
art Dn the amoral field loss. 
CRAVEN, J. D., and L. A. FRANK 
Some Observed Properties of Plasmas Found in the Polar Cusp
 
EOS, 58, 472, 1977 
31 35 
SOE OBSERVED PROPERTIES OF PASAS 
FOoleD IN THES OLAR CUSP 
S.oP Craven 
.:. rans (both ate Dept. of Physics 
and Astronomy, University of lowa, 
Iow City, Iowa 52242) 
a highly eccentric polar orbit extend­
ing to apogee altitudes Of 127,000 km
 
provides the Hawkeye 1 satellite wlth 
regular access to the distant polar 
magnetosphere and adjacent regions of 
the magnetoaheath, wherein the local 
plasmas are surveyed with LEPEDEA plasma 
anstrmentation over a energy range 
30 V to 40 keV. Properties of these 
plasmas are determined by computing from 
the measured directional, differential 
intensities best-fit analytic expres­
sions for the velocity distribution 
functions, n(;), through the method of 
least squares, and by evaluating moments 
of n(-). Plasma bulk flow velocities 
projected onto the satellite spin plane,
 
particle number densities and mean ener­
gies, ad the orientations of anisotrop-
Iea in n() relative to the flow direc­
tions and magnetic vector orientations 
are of principal initial interest. For 
observations gained near the local-noon 
meridional plane, the satellite spin
 
plane is approxicately coincident with 
the solar cagnetospheric Y-Z plane. 
within the polar-cusp-like region of 
reduced magnetic energy density, and as 
the magnetic vector rotates from direc­
tions favored within the magnetosheath 
to more dipolar orientations, the pro­
3ected plasma flow vector can be observed
 
to reorientate from directions typical of
 
flows within the magnetosheath towards 
more earthward directions. 
OF PO01% QUALITY
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GURNETT, Q3.A., and L. A. FRANK
 
Plasma Wave Turbulence of Auroral Field Lines:
 
Near Earth Results
 
EOS, 58, 476, 1977
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tics of the 7!asea wave turbalee in this 
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o. Alectrstatic .. isewit eak intensities 
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L*.A. Frank thh at: Depto . ct i n netio noise ft. b.elw I Hz to several hun-
Astro 	 Uit. of Iowa Io City. Ion dred H. The p"in-r new rest is that the 
electric fies srer th of the eros obn elec­522t ) 
trostatic no.se Is corsiderably larger in the 
arenoT8 studies With the Hveye 1, in 6 radial distance rae aetod 2.0 V' frequentay 
end f S spacecraft have revealed a region 05 exceeding 190 mV , . -. ene lrge turbulent 
Intense luw-freaw-ucy electrostatic Or whist- electric rields are always found in regions 
lor-acde turberce shich .,end. along the with large flaces of low-ener electrons or 
Ieroralfie  1Lnes trom low altitudes in the protos. Electric field erctrs. obtained at 
oosuphere to cany earth radii in the distat 
-ita eiled enl,tion at the erfects oerious points sin's the ,rorel f.eld line per­
ctoahere. Zna of Icltatnos in the 
,nciAa resis£vity. Using existoin eqiations Orbital cverage r previous 1JverStigation, 	 cane 
of this turblence did ot include the very of tpto 1 kV in
for theaeolous resistivty the tubulein 
aecorn for tentil dropsfrom about 1.8ispearnt radial distance rang 	 eoons of iel-aln ed crrens assoct a edVit to 4.0 A., within which the ricar, surral t the ajaorf electron precipitatio. e 
scoeleratton is t'ou.t to 0tucT. ) oever, data 
obtained from tre hakeye 1 spcecraf over the 
southern polar regions during the last year 
GREEN, JAMES LAUER and DONALD A. GURNETT
 
A Determination of the Polarization of.Terrestrial
 
Kilometric Radiation
 
Third General Assembly of the International Association
 
of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, Seattle, WA
 
(22 August -- 3 September 1977) 
A DE-rEm14nlATIO1r OF THE mILARnATIO1r OF 
TERRESTRIAL KILa2TRIC MADIATIO 
James Lauer Green (Dept. of Physics and Astron., 
Univ. of Ioa, Io a City, IA 52242, uSA) 
Donald A. Grnett (Dept. of Physics and Astron., 
Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242, USA) 
Indirect polarization measuremznts of terres­
trial kilometric radiation can be mde from the
 
Unlversity of Iowa plasma wave experiseznt and 
fluxgate magnetometer on board the l3wkoye I 
spacecraft during low altitude (1.5 to 2.5 R 
Osses over the southern hemisphere. The method 
used is to compare observed cutoffs in the radio 
emission spectrum with the local characteristic 
frequencies of the plasma. Usually what is obser­
ved in the radio emission spectrum near 178 kHz 
are an intense and sporadic component called aur­
oral kilometric radiation (AIM) and a relatively
 
weak continuum component. AK is observed to have
 
a low frequency cutoff at the local electron gyro­
frequency, f,1 while the continuum radiation usu­
ally extends downward to frcquencies substantially 
below fg to the electron plas.ns, frequency, f-. In 
the regiov where these doservations were made, a 
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cutoff at f- would correspond'closely to the pro­
pagation curuoff of the R-X rode. In addition, any 
radiation seen above and below f- must be propaga­
tna in the 1-O mode. This imphies that AnR is 
strongly right-hand polarized and the weak contin­
uum is at least partially left-hand polarized. 
From an analysis of the spin modulation of the 
continuum corponent it is determined that the
 
electric field vector of this radiation lies near-.
 
ly in the sare plane as the local ragnetic field
 
vector. Spatial surveys reveal that continuum 
radiation is observed at nearly all local times 
over the south polar region but A13 in observed 
entirely on the night side of the earth from 18
 
to 4 hours local tire. The polarization and spa­
tial distribution of both types of noise are 
found to be in good agreement with various ray 
tracing models. Knowledge of the polarization
 
will aid theorists in determining the generation
 
mechanisms for these two types of radiation.
 
GURNETT, DONALD A. 
Observations of Electromagnetic Waves on Auroral Field 
Lines 
Third General Assembly of the International Association
 
of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, Seattle, WA
 
(22 August -- 3 September 1977) 
OBSERVATIO!S OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES ON 
AUROPAL FIELD LINES 
Donald A. Gurnett (Dept. of Physics and Astrono­
r, Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242, USA) 
Several types of electromagnetic waves are 
bIown to be emitted by charged particles on the 
aproral field lines. In this paper we review 
the most important types of auroral radio emis­
dons, both frm a historical perspective as 
vell as from the standDoint of the latest re­
sults. Particular emphasis is placed on three 
types of electrcagntic emissions which are 
directly associated with the plasma on the auror­
al field lines. These emissions are (1) auroral
 
kilometric radiation, which is an extremely in­
tense radio emission generated at frequencies
 
above the local electron plasma frequency, usual­
2y from about 100 to 500 .cws, (2) auroral hiss,
 
which is a broad-band histler-mode emission 
generated at frequencies below the electron gyro­
frequency, usually from about 1 to 30 kHz, and 
(3)ELF noise bands, which consist of many dis­
erete.narrv-band eissions, comparable to the 
electro-eaGnetic turbulence cooonly observed in
 
the nagnetosheath and polar cusp, at frequencies 
below a few hundred Hz. Strong evidence based 
on ray tracing and radio direction finding meas­
rements now indicates that both the auroral kil­
metric radiation and the auroral hiss emissions 
arc generated along the auroral field lines rela­
tively close to the earth, at radial distances 
6 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
from about 2.5 to 5 R., probably in direct asso­
ciation with the acceleration of auroral partl­
tles by parallel electric fields. The exact
 
mchanism by which these radio emissions are 
generated bas not been firly established. For 
the ausoral hiss the favored mechanism appears 
to be amplified Ccrenkov radiation. For the 
auroral kilorRtric raliation several mechanisms 
have been proposed, all involving the inter­
mediate generation of electrostatic waves by 
the precipitating electrons. 
CRAVEN, JD.., Iand L. A. FRANK 
Observations of Plasmas in the Polar Magnetosphere 
with Hawkeye 1 
EOS, 58, 1207, 1977 
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OBSERVATIONS OF PLASMAS SN THE 
POLR MAGNETOSPHERE WITH 1RAWKEYE 
3. D. Craven
 
L. A. Fr.nk(both at: Dept. of Physics
and Astronomy, University of Iowa,
 
Iowa City, Iowa 52242) 
Further new observations of plasmas

found at high latitudes and at radial 
distances in excess of 4 R. are pro­
viding additional information on the 
spatial distributions of the several 
plasma regimes operative in the polar
magnetosphere. These observations 
within the high-latitude magneto­
sheath, entry layer, plasma mantle,
 
and polar cusp are obtained with
 
plasma instrumentation on board the
 
University of Iowa satellite
 
Hawkeye 1. Special initial interest
 
has been directed towarda measure­
ments gained when the satellite orbit
 
lies near the noon-nidnight reridional
 
plane and the trajectory is most favor­
ably positioned to intercept the polar
 
cusp. During these periods the satel­
lite spin plane lies nearly parallel
 
to the solar-magnetoapheric Y-Z plane.
 
The polar cusp has been detected un­
ambiguously during the sursers of 1976 
and 1977. in these periods the satel­
lite exited from the high-latitude maa­
netosheath and plasma mantle and passed
 
through the low-density plasmas of the
 
polar cap prior to traversing the polar
 
cusp. Typical transverse dimensions
 
for the polar cusp at radial distances
 
of 4 to 7 HE are of the order of several
 
earth radii. This provides sufficient
 
time to obtain the gross properties of 
plasmas within the polar cusp. The 
equatorward1 edge of the polar cusp is 
well delineated by abrupt increases in 
the mean energies of protons and 
electrons. 
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GREEN, JAMES LAUER, and DONALD A. GURNETT 
Evidence of Strong Coupling Between Auroral Hiss and
 
Auroral Kilometric Radiation
 
EOS, 58, 1214, 1977
 
Satellites. All tie-e eents occur over the 
SM 74 lord in the loal eveInirg where it Isa zone be-
Ileed te cost lnter, Ma s enerated. Ths 
te pasig soe 
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KINTNER, PAUL M. , and DONALD A. GURNETT 
Evidence of Drift Waves at the Plasmapause
 
J. Geophys. Res., 83, 39-44, 1978
 
As the Hawkeye I spacecraft crosses the plasmapause at high altitudes (R,> 3 Rr), a band of electric 
field noise is often detected in the frequency channels from 1.7to 178 Hz.No corresponding magnetic 
field noise is detected, indicating that the noise is electrostatic (or at least quasi-electrostatic), and the 
electric field is polarized perpendicular to the plasma density gradient. The noise is only detected when the 
scale length of the plasmapause is 0.1 Rr or less, indicating that a large density gradient is reluired to 
produce the noise. These characteristics are all consistent with the interpretation that this noise consists of 
electrostatic waves excited by the drift mode instability. By using reasonable assumptions concerning the 
wavelengths of these waves the observed frequency spectrum can be explained as being due to Doppler 
shifts caused by spacecraft motion through the plasma 
KINTNER, P. M., K. L. ACKERSON, D. A. GURNETT, and L. A. FRANK
 
Correlated Electric Field and Low-Energy Electron
 
Measurements in the Low-Altitude Polar Cusp
 
J. Geophys. Res., 83, 163-168, 1978
 
Correlated electric field and low-energy electron measurements are presented for two passes of Hank­
eye I through the south polar cusp at 2000-km altitude during local morning. In one case the electric field 
reversal coincides with the boundar) of detectable 5 2-keV electron intensities und the equator" ard 
boundary of the cusp. In the other case the electric field reversgl and the 5.2-keV electron trapping bound­
ary coincide, but the equatorward edge of the cusp as determined from the presence of 180-cV electron 
intensities is5*invariant latitude equatoruard of the electric field reversal. We conclude that in the second 
case, electron intensities associated %ith the polar cusp populate closed da)side field lines, and hence the indicator of the boundarycorresponding equatorward edge of these clcctron intensities is not almays an 

between closed dayside field lines and polar cap field lines.
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GURNETT, D. A., M. M. BAUMBACK, and H. ROSEkBAUER 
Stereoscopic Direction Finding Analysis of a Type III
 
Solar Radio Burst: Evidence for Emission at"2f-
J. Geophys. Res., 83, 616-622, 1978
 
Stereoscopic direction finding measurements from the Imp 8, Hawkeye 1,and Helios 2spacecraft over 
base line distances of a substantial fraction of an astronomical unit are used to directly determine the 
three-dimensional trajectory of a type III solar radio burst. By comparing the observed source positions 
with the direct in situ solar wind plasma density measurements obtained by Helios Iand 2near the sun the 
relationship of the emission frequency to the local plasma frequency can be determined directly without 
any modeling assumptions. These comparisons show that the type Ill radio emission occurs near the 
second harmonic, 21-, of the local electron plasma frequency. Other characteristics of the type Ill radio 
emission, such as the source size, which can be obtained from this type of analysis are also discussed. 
GURNETT, DONALD A., and JAMES LAUER GREEN
 
On the Polarization and Origin of Auroral Kilometric 
Radiation
 
J. Geophys. Res., 83, 689-696, 1978 
Observations of radio emissions by the Hawkeye I satellite at low altitudes over the southern hemi­
sphere have now provided measurements at radial distances from about 1.5 to 2.5 R along the auroral 
field lines, in the region where the intense nightside auroral kilometric radiation is believed to be 
generated. These measurements provide new evidence on the mode of propagation and origin of the 
auroral kilometric radiation. At low altitudes the auroral kilometric radiation is consistentl) observed to 
have a low-frequency cutoff at the local electron gjrofrequency f-. Since the electron plasma frequency 
i- is usually much smaller than fe- in the region where these observations are obtained, this cutoff 
corresponds closely with the propagation cutoff for the right-hand mode of propagation. These observa­
tions therefore provide astrong indication that the auroral kilometric radiation is right-hand polarized in 
agreement vith previous conclusions made on the basis of the angular distribution ofthis radiation. In the 
local evening region, where the intense auroral kilometric radiation is believed to be generated, a few 
events have been detected for which no low-frequency cutoff is evident. In these cases the auroral 
kilometric radiation appears to merge essentially continuously into a band of intense auroral hiss wshich 
extends downward t frequencies as low as I kHz. These observations suggest that the generation of the 
whistler mode auroral hiss and the escaping auroral kilometric radiation are very closely related. Possible 
mechanisms which could produce strong coupling between the whistler mode and the escaping free space 
electromagnetic modes are discussed. 
KURTH, W. S., D. A. GURNETT, and J. D. CRAVEN 
Correlative Wave and Plasma Measurements of Intense
 
Electrostatic Wave Events Near the Plasmapause
 
EOS, 59, 350, 1978 
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CRAVEN, J. D. 
Proton Bulk Flow Directions and Magnitudes Within
 
the Polar Cusp
 
EOS, 59, 353, 1978 
as a region of ,magnetosheath-likeplas-

S 4 	 ma separating the relative plasma void 
of the polar cap from the more energe-
PROTON BULK FLOW DIRECTIONS AD tic particle populations of the outer 
MANITUDES WITHIN THE POIAR CUSP zone and ring current. Well-defined 
flows could be detected over the lari-
J. D. Craven (Dept. of Physics and 	 tudinal width of the polar cusp for
 
Astronomy, University of Iowa, many of the satellite traversals, with
 
Iowa city, Iowa 52242) the directions of flow aligned nearly
 
parallel or anti-parallel to the local 
The gross characteristics of proton magnetic field vectors. Frequently the 
bulk flows within the polar cusp are flows were observed to be directed earth­
being Investigated by means of observa- ward near the cosatorward boundary of the 
tione gained with a LEPEDEA plasma ana- Cusp. with flows directed away from the 
lyzer carried on the Hawkeye satellite, earth at the more-poleward latitudes. 
heuring the suers of 1976 and 1977 Specific patterns for the flow direc­
measurements of the flow directions 	 tions as a function of latitude across 
and magnitudes were obtained as the the cusp remain elusive, in part due 
satellite traversed the polar cusp near to apparent variations with magnetic 
the loca.-noon meridional plane at qeo- activity and local time. Flow magni­
centric radial distances of 4.5 to 8.0 tudes do appear to be reduced greatly 
At these distances the polar cusp at the lower altitudes.
RE 

wac distinguished in the measurements
 
GALLAGHER, D. L., and D. A. GURNETT
 
Auroral Kilometric Radiation: Average Source
 
Position and Distribution
 
EOS, 59, 362-363, 1978
 
Sr 119 	 Awege pctral power as a function of positionM4 been obtained by long ter. aerages over all 
usable electric field data from both satellites. 
SUREL KIIO'TICDISRIATION: AV ere auroral Ailoretric radiation is expected 
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rapidly than l/r9. Freliinary results indicateThe objectives of this study are to locale Use average source regions lie within seen 
the averzge generatios regions of auroral kilo. earth radii, at highlttitdes, ard between 
setric radiation by exeninim average electric twenty-one tours and twenty-four tours agnetic 
field strengths as a fonction of position ard local time. To the extent that additioral in­
to describe the distribution of the source ceatigations are complete, cotecnt will be made 
resicesat free ncs 178 IF, 100frt and on a sere accurate determinaton of source posi­
56.2 Wins. Serving as the basis for the study, tion, source distribution, and the dependence 
satellites H&akeae-l and HFl-6 provide seven f souce Position o. frequency 
years of eothired orbital coverage oer a wide 
range of latitudes free 1.5 to 30 earth radii. 
CHEN, T.-F., B. A. RANDALL, and J. A. VAN ALLEN 
The Geomagnetic Field at Large Radial Distances as 
Observed by Hawkeye I
 
EOS, 59, 364, 1978
 
sn 12 	 eorth prole, seisa-jr sn fl Rg, an period 
51.5 hours. A new erpirical model of the 
M.E 0G ,,TA IC TMED A lWE RADIA IS- topolca of the distant gencagnatic field is 
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serilia. plane. lie polar cusp is a clearly 
T.-F. Cae defined feature, extending over a lccgitudioal 
0. A. Randall 	 rnge or absou t 30 from the noon erldian. 
3. 	A. van Allen (all at: Det. or sa The ean croobluraties or the bow shock and 
Astroo University of Iowa, IoWa City, IA mzsetopause are obtained frm several hondred 
52242) traversals and the electrical current systems 
ethsetwo surfaces ae inferred for 
A ezzeniv body of observations of the geo- selected set of traversals. Cne of the sost 
magetic field vector at large radial distaces interestisg featuresor the current system Is 
baa been obtained by the University of IoWa the toroidsl current encircling the polar cusp. 
satellite Hagkeye I since , June 197N. The The ;pysical thicknesses of the bu shuk .nd 
orbit of this spirning satellite Is In a Plane zaoletopause are fmon and eatiates are made 
declined at 90' to the earth's equsorial of the velocities and etests of the motion of 
Pne, with &poge at b-t 21 H, over the these fluctuati.nosurfaces. 
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CHEN, TSAN-FU 
The Earth's Magnetic Field at Large Radial Distances 
as Observed by Hawkeye 1 
Ph.D. Thesis, May 1978 
The geomagnetic field has been observed during- a period of 
over three and one-half years with a three-axis fluzgate magnetom­
eter on the University of Ioa sneflite awkeye 1 since its launch 
on 3 June 1974 into a highly eccentric orbit with apogee at about 
21 R (earth radii) over the north polar cap of the earth. Data up 
to the end of August 1976 have been used in this thesis. Supple­
mental data from 11F-6 during the first seven months of 1974 were 
also used. The geocentric distances of the bow shock and magneto­
pause, respectively, are 14.6 (± 2.0) P. and 10.2 (± 1.5) 5. at 
and 14.1 (± 1.8) R_ in thethe subsolar point; and 23.0 (± 2.4) R. 
quoted ranges being real r.m.s. 
fluctuations of position, not uncertainties of =easurecent. 
A new model of the distant geomagnetic field is derived from 
dawn-dusk meridian plane, the 
the observations and described in both Geocentric Solar Magneto­
spheric (GSM) and Geocentric Magnetic Equtorial (GME) coordinates. 
In the latter coordinate system [Hedgecock and Thomas, 1975), the 
magnetic topology of the polar cusp is displayed in a more sais­
factory manner. A solenoidal system of electrical currents encircl­
ing the polar cusp is determined for the first time as is the current 
system on the bow shock. Typical magnitudes of the surface current
 
density at the equatorward boundary of the cusp are 40 milliamperes/ 
meter. This circulating current, counterclockwise as viewed from 
the sun, is attributed to the diamanetic effect of plasma, intruding 
shock, typicalfrom the magnetosheath into the cusp. .i the bow 
surface current densities re 15 mlliip-res/meter. Thicknesses of 
the magnetopause and bow. shock are typically 150 and 10 km, respee­
tively. The fluctuating velocity of the latter is from 1 to 10 
order of several hundred to akn/sec and its excursion is of the 
few thousand Ionunder relatively quiescent conditions. 
GURNETT, D. A., and L. A. FRANK 
Plasma Waves in the Polar Cusp: Observations from 
Hawkeye 1 
J. Geophys. Res., 1978 [in press]
 
In this paper we investigate the characteristics of plasma waves 
observed by the Hawkeye I spacecraft in the vicinity of the polar 
cusp. The prirary types of plasma waves associated with the polar 
cusp are (1) a band of ULt-EIF magnetic noise extending from a few 
Hz to several hundred Hiz, (2) a broad-band electrostatic emission 
a few Hz to about 30 to 100 kHz, with maximum intensitiesextending from 
at about 10 to 50 }iz,(3) electrostatic electron cyclotron waves near 
the electron gyrofrequency and (4) whistler-mode aurora! hiss emissions. 
Of these various types of waves, only the ULF-ELF magnetic noise is 
uniquely associated with the cusp in the sense that the noise can be 
used as a reliable indicator of the polar cusp region. All of the 
other types of plasma waves occur in regions adjacent to the polar 
Cusp as well as in the cusp itself. 
Spectrum measurements often show that the ULF-ELF magaetic 
noise extends up to, but does not exceed, the local electron gyrofre­
that the noise consistsquency, f-. This upper cutoff strorgly suggests 
of whistler-mode electrouagnetc waves. The mechanism for generating 
these waves remains highly uncertain, however, since the electron 
angular distribution in the cusp is usually not sufficiently aniso­
tropic to account for these waves by the well known whistler-mode 
cyclotron resonance instability. Other mechanisms, such as turbulence 
generated by the Kelvln-Helmholtz instability or by a drift wave 
noise. Theinstability, have also been suggested to Generate this 
broad-band electrostatic noise is believed to b caused by current­a 
driven electrostatic instability (ion-cyclotron or ion-acoustic)
 
of the type widely belleved to occur in auroral field-aligned current 
systems. The mechanisms for genesating election cyclotron waves and 
auroral hiss emissions ar, believed to be reasonably well understood, 
based on previous studies of these emissions in other regions of the 
magnetosphere. 
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GURNETT, DONALD A. 
Electromagnetic Plasma Wave Emissions from the Auroral 
Field Lines 
J. Geomagnetism and Geceletricity, 1978
 
[submitted for publication]
 
Several types of electromagnetic waves are known to be emitted 
by charged particles on the aurora! field lines. In this paper we 
review the =st irportant types of auroral radio er-ssions, both from 
a historical perspective as well as considering the latest results. 
Particular emphasis is placed on four types of electromagnetic emissions 
which are directly associated with the plasa oan the auroral field 
lines. These emissions are (1) auroral hiss, (2) saucers, (3) ELF 
noise bands, and (4) auroral kiloretric radiation. Hay tracing and 
radio direction finding measurevents indicate that both the auroral 
hiss and auroral kilometric radiation are generated along the auroral 
field lines relatively close to the earth, at radial distances from 
about 2.5 to 5 Re , probably in direct association with the acceleration 
of auroral particles by parallel electric fields. The exact mechanism 
by which these radio emissions are generated has not been firmly 
established. For the auroral hiss the favored mechanism appears to 
be amplified Cerenkov radiation. For the auroral kilometric radiation 
several mechanisms have been proposed, usually involving the inter­
.mediate generation of electrostatic waves by the precipitating electrons. 
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Ion-acoustic waves, similar to those detected by the Helios space­
craft from 0.3 to 1.0 AU, have now been detected by the Voyager space­
craft in the solar wind out to belioceptric radial distances of 1.7 AU. 
High bit rate waveform measurements provide the first high resolution, 
frequency-time spectrograms of these waves. The Voyager spectrograms 
show that the ion-acoustic waves consist of narrow-band bursts which 
last for a few seconds or less. The center frequency of the bursts can 
fluctuate rapidly in frequency, usually in the range between the elec­
tron and ion plasm frequency, f; and f+. (These waves have been pre­
viously referred to as f. < f < Tj noisR. ) 
Comparisons of the high resolution spectrograms from the Voyager 
spacecraft with similar measurements from earth-orbiting spacecraft 
show that spectra of the ion-acoustic waves in the solar wind at 
1.7 AU are identical to spectra of short wavelength ion-acoustic 
waves detected upstream of the earth's agnetosphere. The latter waves 
have been associated with protons streaming into the solar wind from 
the bow shock. This close similarity strongly suggests that the ion­
acoustic waves detected in the solar wind by Helios and Voyager are 
driven by an ion beam instability, as has recently been suggested in 
a theoretical analysis by Gary. 
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